Given the size of todays professional image databases, the standard approach to object-or theme-related image retrieval is to interactively navigate through the content. But as most users of such databases are designers or artists who do not have a technical background, navigation interfaces must be intuitive to use and easy to learn. This paper reports on efforts towards this goal. We present a system for intuitive image retrieval that features different modalities for interaction. Apart from conventional input devices like mouse or keyboard it is also possible to use speech or haptic gesture to indicate what kind of images one is looking for.
INTRODUCTION
In a world where advertisements, diagrams, and illustrations are nearly omnipresent, the task of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) from large databases is of ever increasing importance. Admen, designers, and journalists need to be able to quickly search for appropriate icons or pictures to create the visual stimuli common to everyday life. However, due to their size and growth, maintaining semantic structures of todays image resources cannot be done manually anymore.
Current state of the art retrieval systems therefore prefer image feature-based concepts and pursue the human-in-the-loop approach that interactively processes user queries [7, 20, 21] . In each step of such a query, a selection of images is displayed on the screen and the user can judge some or all of them according to their adequacy for his interest. Based on relevance feedback like this, learning and adaptation techniques are applied to determine characteristic features of appropriate and inappropriate images. These are then used to select the next set of images and the process repeats until a presented selection meets the user's demands.
However, as most end-users of such databases do not have a technical background, not only learning and adaptation techniques but also interfaces for CBIR are an emerging topic of research. The work reported in this contribution results from an integrated research project which considers both these aspects. On the one hand, it tries to develop an adaptable and flexible framework for image retrieval [13] . On the other hand, it aims at integrating results from earlier work on multimodal interfaces [1, 9, 10, 29] in order to enable easy and intuitive interaction for retrieval . We thus present an interactive CBIR system where the user can either rely on the conventional metaphor of buttons or sliders and use the mouse to navigate through the database but also may use natural language or a touch screen facility to indicate interesting images or image content (s. Fig. 1 ).
Even though multimodal interaction was shown to have a great potential (cf. e.g. [16, 30] ), results from psychology indicate that multimodality is not an end in itself, i.e. interaction does not necessarily have to be efficient or successful just because it is multimodal [12] . We thus believe that evaluation is a key-issue in mul-timodal interface research. Correspondingly, we conducted a series of usability experiments to empirically verify whether the ability of using several input modalities has an impact on the task of image retrieval. The results underline that multimodal input indeed is well appreciated by the users of our system and actually supports intuitive interaction. In the next sections, we will first roughly sketch the principles of interactive CBIR. Then, in section 3 and 4 the individual computational modules of our system as well as corresponding approaches to information fusion will be described. Section 5 presents our experimental setting as well as the results we obtained therefrom. Finally, a conclusion and an outlook will close this contribution.
CONTENT-BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL
Content-based image retrieval can be understood as a hierarchical process that combines different image features and adaptable distance measures in order to search for images that are similar to the user's semantic image interpretation. In our system, this process consists of two subtasks which we will describe next.
Hierarchical retrieval
According to Rui and Huang [20] , CBIR can be modeled as a tuple Consequently an image or an image region is formalized as an image object ÇÒ of type Ç, with Ò ½ AE . The model is completed by a set of distance functions Å Ñ to compute the similarity of two image objects in the corresponding feature space Ê .
Our CBIR system is based on the traditional query-by-example approach. To acquire a formal query description the example image or image region is mapped to the query object É of type Ç. Determining the image objects ÇÒ which are similar to the query object É requires distance measurements that lead to the result list ÊÌ´Éµ containing the Ä image objects ÇÒ most similar to É. The corresponding hierarchical retrieval structure is depicted in Fig. 2 . Technical details of the similarity calculation applied in our system can be found in [13] .
Relevance feedback
Efficient image retrieval can be accomplished by providing relevance feedback because this enables to continously tune search parameters by means of user-system interaction. Consequently image retrieval establish an iterative search process. Within each iteration some or all presented images are rated with regard to the user's interest. In our system, the user can classify these images by means of scores ranging from highly relevant down to highly non-relevant with regard to his interest. Subsequently, query refinements are computed from adapting the weighting of the features, the parametrization of the distance functions as well as the feature vectors of the query object [13] .
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In developing CBIR systems, various fields of research provide valuable techniques to realize different modules of an image retrieval system: computer vision and pattern recognition enable the automatic computation and comparison of content-based features. Databases are needed for efficient storing and indexing of the image data and information retrieval provides efficient search strategies. Machine learning enables adaptive retrieval and results from the human-computer interaction community may be incorporated to develop userfriendly interfaces. Figure 3 sketches how these aspects are interelated and integrated in our system. Details of this architecture shall be discussed next.
Vision Components

Image Signatures
Performing content-based image retrieval requires to automatically extract low-level visual features either from entire images or from certain image regions. Our setup applies the following:
Color moments: Representation of the color distribution in the HSV color space by its moments as proposed by Stricker and Orengo [23] . Every channel is represented by three moments (average, variance and skewness) which are combined to a 9-dimensional image signature.
Color distribution: Color histogram in the HSV color space [24] . The hue channel is quantized to 16 bins while the saturation and value channel are quantized to 4 bins. The resulting color histogram thus consists of 24 dimensions. Intensity layout: 34-dimensional feature vector. Computation analog to the color layout feature but restricted to the intensity channel of the HSI color space.
Texture: 32-dimensional signature originally proposed by Unser [27] . Sum and difference histograms on gray levels are used to compute the texture features mean, angular second momentum, contrast, and entropy.
Image Segmentation
As end-users of image databases usually are interested in pictures of certain objects or scenes, local image signatures are essential for CBIR. Instead of describing an entire image, local signatures capture visual characteristics of depicted objects or sceneries and thus enable more precise and specific retrieval. Consequently, interesting parts of an image -also called regions of interest (ROIs) -should be extracted automatically [6, 8, 22] . As illustrated in Fig. 4 , our approach to ROI extraction is based on keypoint detection. Initially, the most salient points within an image have to be detected. A suitable and powerful method to do so is the Harris corner detector [11] . Since the original algorithm is limited to greyvalue images we apply the generalized Harris keypoint detector which is enhanced to color data [15] .
The resulting keypoints are clustered using Support Vector Clustering (SVC) which is based on an approach by Tax and Duin [26] . To find a compact description of a given data set, the data points are mapped from the data space into a higher dimensional feature space. There the smallest possible sphere enclosing nearly all data is searched for. After solving this using quadratic optimization, the sphere is mapped back into the data space which yields a set of contours enclosing the data. Points enclosed by the same contour are treated as a cluster [2] .
Extensive investigations have revealed that applying SVC to 250 keypoints is generally sufficient to capture the most salient regions within an image. I.e. the resulting clusters represent ROIs of an image which establish the basis for computing local image signatures and can be referenced by haptics and linguistic terms during the image retrieval process.
Input Modalities
As mentioned in the introduction, easy and intuitive handling is an important requirement in CBIR. Our system thus provides different modalities for interaction. Next, these modalities will be discussed in detail and we shall present examples of their usage.
Mouse and Touch Screen
The graphical user interface (GUI) is the linkage between an image retrieval system and its users. Typically a user relies on the conventional metaphor of buttons or sliders and uses the mouse to interact with the image database. The GUI of our CBIR system is shown in Fig. 5 . It employs this metaphor, too, and can be operated using the following mouse actions either on the main window (MW) or on the region selection window (RSW): select the example image by double clicking the left mouse button [MW] move the slider downwards and upwards to view further images of the presented image set [MW] press the 'New Session'-button to get a new choice of images or press the 'Start'-button to perform one iteration of image retrieval [MW] give relevance feedback by pressing the score buttons below the corresponding image [ hold the left mouse button to draw a user definable region or select an image region by clicking on the region [RSW] Additionally, interaction with our system can be performed by using the touch screen. Analog to the mouse device nearly all listed actions can be processed. However, simulating clicking the right mouse button is impossible. Consequently there is no chance to switch over to the RSW only by applying the modality of touching. This is solved using the concept of haptic gestures.
Haptic Gestures
In some cases the emulation of mouse actions by using a touch screen does not work well. For example, emulating a double click by hitting a screen coordinate twice is very hard if you are using your fingers. To cope with this problem we have integrated a so called haptic gesture support. The idea is taken from the interface of a PDA and was adapted to our application. Figure 6 depicts the three gestures that are supported in our implementation. Executing these gestures enables to rise of the region selection window as well as to select the initial example image. 
Speech Recognition and Interpretation
The speech recognition module of our CBIR system was adopted from a toolbox for speech recognition which was developed by Fink [9] and has already been integrated into other multimodal systems [1, 4, 9, 18, 28] . Its basic idea is to realize a vertical organization of knowledge representation and incremental speech processing so that speech recognition is directly influenced by linguistic and domain-specific knowledge. Rather than hypothesizing isolated words only, hypotheses for domain-dependent constituents 
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A new random choice of images is presented are generated that can easily be combined to form linguistic interpretations.
The core component of the speech module is a statistical speech recognizer based on Hidden-Markov-Models [9] . Though statistical language models are very successful in large vocabulary speech recognition, they suffer from the need for huge amounts of training material. Especially for rather restricted domains like our CBIR scenario where speech data is scarce, statistical language models cannot demonstrate their full potential properly. Therefore, it is desirable to apply declarative language constraints, that can be specified by experts rather easily. Wachsmuth et al. developed a coupling of a parsing component and the recognizer that enables to exploit grammar restrictions in much the same way as scores provided by a statistical model [28] . Experiments showed that an appropriate combination of statistical and declarative models considerably improves the recognition accuracy. Finally, applying Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression for an online adjustment of the parameters of the statistical speech model also enables an adaption to the habits of individual speakers or noise conditions during interaction and thus increases accuracy even further [18] . Table 1 shows some examples of possible verbal comments and the corresponding reactions of our system.
Fusion of Modalities
There are a lot of occasions where more than one modality is used, e.g. to indicate the image the user is talking about if he says: "this image". Concerning the nature of the data received by different input channels of the system the information must be handled by different independent tasks. These tasks are generating asynchronous events consisting of the time of occurence and of what was detected (such as image x was touched or the user said "take this image as sample image").
The underlaying communication architecture and their usage is shown in figure 7 . This architecture is an event handling system with no restrictions to the hierarchy. The system consists of several queues where the incomming events are stored for a certain time. For each of this queues one or more handlers might be registered. Whenever an event is queued, the corresponding handler function is executed.
In our application we have defined five queues where three of them are for external asynchronous events. These events are filtered by the appropriate handler. Events which are potential events for a event fusion are relayed to the remaining two high-level queues 
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Figure 8: A Bayesian network for image region description (the number of states for each node is indicated in parentheses).
handler receives an event it checks if the time elapsed since the last event of a different modality falls below a certain threshold. In this case a new fusion event is generated and passed to the main event handler.
INTEGRATING SPEECH AND VISION
The preceding sections presented how to derive interpretations of utterances from the speech signal and feature or region based descriptions of image content. It is obvious that for an interactive query links between these types of information must be established. In this section, we shall see how this is done.
Up to now, most approaches to the fusion of speech and vision processing, like rule-based translation schemes [25] or integrated knowledge bases [5] , assume that speech recognition results are error-free and that verbal descriptions can be logically transformed to visual descriptions and vice versa. However, generally this will not hold. For instance, if we talk about the content of an image, and use sentences like in the fourth row of Tab. 1, the visual meaning of adjectives like "large" or spatial relations like "left of" is inherently fuzzy. The selection of terms people use to describe image content always will depend on the scene context, their habits, and and their state of mind. Therefore, and since recognition may only yield partial or unspecific descriptions, we treat the task of fusing as a probabilistic decoding process which is modeled using Bayesian networks (cf. e.g. [17] ).
Adopting the framework for speech and vision integration developed by Wachsmuth and Sagerer [29] , we represent each region description recognized in an utterance and each region detected in an image by means of separate subnetworks (s. Fig. 8 ). The parenthesed numbers in Fig. 8 denote the dimension of the corresponding random variables. ËË Ô , for example, is a six dimensional vector´Û Ð Ö × ÓÖØ ×Ñ ÐÐ ÐÓÒ Ò ÖÖÓÛµ. The conditional probability tables (CPTs) for shape, location, and color attributes of regions were set by hand. The CPTs modeling visual information like, for instance, È´VColor Ê ÓÒÌ ÝÔ µ were estimated using region detection results obtained on a test set of images. After computing the corresponding probability propagations, regions intended by the user will have the highest joint probability of being part of the image and being referred to in the speech signal. I.e. the maximum a posteriori hypotheses of the variable ÒØ Ò Ê ÓÒ defines the most probable interrelation between verbally mentioned region attributes and visually detected image regions:
where are the evidences computed in the subnetworks.
EVALUATING THE INTERACTION
About a decade ago, the evaluation of complex human-machine interfaces for natural interaction emerged as a topic of research and a large variety of evaluation techniques has been proposed since (cf. e.g. [1, 3, 14, 19] ). However, while there are well established measures to characterize individual components of an interactive system (like e.g. the word error rate in speech recognition), an assessment of multimodal interaction is not that easy. Even though performance measures for multimodal system evaluation have been discussed recently [3] , practical experience with their use was not reported yet and they are far from being commonly accepted.
In order to assess the interactive capabilities of our CBIR system, we thus opted for a double tracked evaluation. On the one hand, we focused on the effectiveness of individual modules and rated the algorithms solving tasks like speech recognition or image comparison separately. Evaluating the components that make up our CBIR system yielded a word error rate of 20.1% for spontaneous speech recognition. Integrating the MLLR technique for speaker adaption further reduced the word error rate by 10.4% and for the Bayesian networked based integration of speech recognition and feature based image description an accuracy of 76% was obtained. Details concerning these figures can be found in [9, 18, 29] .
In the second step of performance testing, we examined the usability of our system. To this end we carried out interactive experiments where we were not only interested in measurable features like, for instance, the average success rate in target search but also asked our subjects to fill out questionnaires in order to investigate human factors of multimodality in interactive image retrieval. This focused on the following criteria adopted from Preece [19] :
The speed of task execution.
The functionality of the system, i.e. how many different tasks can be performed
The quality of the results, i.e. how good is the average performance in different tasks
The speed of learning, i.e. how quick can users learn to perform tasks with the system. the mental load, i.e. have users to think carefully while interacting with the system. user satisfaction, i.e. do users like working with the system. Next, we will describe and discuss the experiments to investigate these criteria as well as the results we obtained therefrom. 
Procedure and Design
For our experimental evaluation we considered a database of 1250 images. They were taken from the ArtExplosion image collection and showed scenes from 10 different semantic categories like, for instance, balloons, flowers, golfing, etc. A total of 20 computer experienced subjects (2 female and 18 male) who had never before operated a CBIR system were tested. They were divided into four groups of five people each so that the peculiarities of the input modalities could be evaluated separately. The modalities mouse and touch screen and mouse, touch screen and speech were not examined since initial tests had revealed that people hardly ever use mouse and touch screen simultaneously. Neither did they use the mouse with the one hand and the touch screen with the other, nor did they ever switch between mouse and touch screen.
Each subject took part in three interactive experiments. In each experiment, the subjects had to perform a target search where they should retrieve an image from the database that was shown to them at the beginning (s. Fig. 9 ). For the MS and TS group the experimenter also provided examples of the admissible sentence complexity. This procedure turned out to be necessary since in a series of pilot experiments some subjects used very complicated instructions which were not covered by the implemented grammar.
In every iteration of an interactive search, 27 images were displayed to the subjects which they could rate in order to navigate through the database and find the query image. They could either score entire images or select certain regions from an image. In order to avoid frustration that might have resulted from several fruitless attempts of interaction, the maximum amount of time for each experiment was limited to three minutes. If a subject was not able to retrieve the requested image within this time, the experiment was counted as a failure.
Apart from the success rate SE, we characterize the quality of interactive multimodal image retrieval by means of the following indices: the time TE our subjects needed on average to perform an experiment; the average number FBE of user inputs, i.e. the amount of feedback a subject provided in an experiment. Given the average number NI of iterations of an interactive query, it is also possible to provide the ratios TI and FBI describing the average time per iteration and number of feedbacks per iteration, respectively. Furthermore, the above mentioned aspects of learning, mental load, and user satisfaction were examined by means of the questionnaires the subjects were asked to fill out. Here, we gathered their sensation concerning the modality they had use in interaction. By means of a scale from 1 (no) up to 5 (yes) they had to rate statements like "It was annoying to interact with the system." Tables 2 and 3 and Fig. 10 summarize the results we obtained. Looking at the figures in Tab. 2, it is noticeable that the three target searches each subject had to perform were of increasing complexity. This is expressed in the increasing amount of time and feedback as well as in the growing number of interactions we see in the table. Table 3 lists the figures we measured with respect to the input modalities that were examined. What is noticeable is that subjects who only used the mouse for input provided more relevance feedback than the others. However, this did not lead to outstanding success rates. Another interesting observation is that users of the touch screen facility performed best and fastest while users of speech and touch screen were the slowest and less successful ones.
Results
The latter observation is especially interesting when we look at Fig. 10 . The diagrams in this figure depict the average ranking of the factors asked for in the questionnaires. In Fig. 10(a) , for instance, we see that the easiness of handling the mouse and of handling mouse and speech were both ranked 4.4, the touch screen and speech modality yielded 4.0 and the easiness of only using the touch screen reached 3.4 on a scale from 1 to 5. These figures accord with those in Fig. 10 (e) which summarize our subjects notion regarding the patience their input modality required. Here, the touch screen users felt that they had to be most patient in interacting with our system. Another interesting observation becomes apparent in Fig. 10(d) : users of multimodal input devices rated their interaction with our CBIR system to be more efficient than those subjects who only worked with the mouse or touch screen.
Discussion of Results
Concerning our six evaluation criteria the results of the evaluation suggest:
1. The time TE and number of iterations NI as well as the number of user feedbacks FBE increase with the task complexity. But target searches can be performed satisfyingly with regard to the average success as well as to average time need.
2. Concerning the learnability of the tested input facilities, users did not sense a significant difference among modalities. best, their sensations concerning easiness and efficiency were worst.
4. Multimodal input facilities are well appreciated by the users of our system. Even though their results in interactive image retrieval were not the best, the subject who could use speech and another modality felt least annoyed and angry and considered the experiments they took part in to be fun.
Only a first step of the evaluation of multimodal interactive CBIR could be presented here. In the future, for instance, we will carry out experiments designed to further investigate aspects of learning. The goal is to examine how multimodal interaction is affected when users get used to the system and its input modalities.
CONCLUSION
Nowadays, content-based image retrieval has considerable economic impact. And as the size and speed of growth of modern image databases necessitate human-machine interaction to keep retrieval tasks manageable, CBIR seems to be a perfect application of multimodal interfaces. In this contribution, we introduced a system for interactive image retrieval that makes use of this idea. In contrast to most known CBIR solutions, users of our system do not rely on only a single input modality while navigating through the image database.
The presented CBIR implementation offers to use the mouse, a touch screen, and natural language for interaction. Each of these modalities enables to select and score entire images or certain image regions in order to provide feedback for content-based retrieval. Detected click-or touch-events are synchronized with result from speech recognition using a hierarchical event handling approach. Low-level vision features are applied to automatically extract regions of interest from images. A probabilistic approach based on Bayesian networks allows to fuse results from automatic region segmentation with those from speech recognition.
In order to evaluate whether multimodal interfaces really are of any use for interactive image retrieval, we conducted several usability experiments: given a database of 1250 images, computer experienced subjects were asked to perform target searches of different complexity. Within this setup, the performance of the input modalities mouse, touch screen, mouse and speech, and touch screen and speech was investigated. In terms of speed and success users of the touch screen device performed best. However, this finding is thwarted by the fact that these users declared that handling of the system was complicated and required patience. Subjects who could provide multimodal input, in contrast, were pleased with the interaction. They experienced less anger and more fun than the people using a single input modality. Furthermore, they did also sense the interaction to be most efficient. Therefore, and since the success rates as well as the times measured for multimodal interaction were of reasonable quality, we can conclude that multimodal interface techniques indeed are well suited and provide interesting perspectives for interactive CBIR.
Future research will focus on two aspects. First of all, we plan to conduct further experiments in order to investigate how users who are accustomed to our system perform in multimodal interaction. Also, we will try to integrate a vision modality into our system which will open an avenue to the problem of space as the interface.
The midterm goal is to install cameras that observe and recognize deictic and iconic gestures of the user. Thus, instead of pressing on the screen it would suffice to point towards regions of interest and interaction would become more natural.
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